C R O W N S T O N E
SMART HOME PACK

ULTIMATE COMFORT
The Crownstone Smart Home Pack brings you ultimate comfort!
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Switch and dim devices and lamps. Every power outlet and every light source can
be controlled from the comfort of your couch, or remotely from your job, for your
convenience.
Automatic lighting per room. Walk into a room with your hands full and the light
automatically switches on!
Wake-up light function per lamp. Wake up naturally every morning with a lamp that
slowly increases its intensity, instead of with that awful ringtone every morning.
Artificial intelligence in your home. Lights and devices are turned on when you need
them and turned off when you don't. Saves you some energy usage too!

YOUR PRESENCE
MAKES THE
DIFFERENCE

EVEN BEFORE YOU THINK OF IT...
The heating turns on automatically on set times. However, lights
or devices do not.
Of course it's practical to switch on lights, sound, or
other things using a wall switch. But it's not necessary.
Sometimes your hands are dirty or full, or the kids forget
to turn off the lamps or the television.
The more your house learns, the better your house
can assist you!

WAKE-UP LIGHT

COMPATIBILITY

Instead of setting an alarm on your smartphone
(which can also go off when you're already on the
road) Crownstones can be placed behind your
bedroom lights. When it's time to wake up, the lights
will turn on and slowly increase their intensity. This
way you can wake up naturally and well-rested.

The Crownstone integrates well with other smart home
devices. The Smart Home system supports Amazon
Alexa, Homey, and Toon, among other products. More
compatible products are added every month.

MULTI ZONE-HEATING

TURN-OFF STRESS

By pairing the Crownstone with smart radiator
valves, you can achieve the right temperature for
every room. Not too cold in the livingroom and not

No more worrying about whether or not you turned off your
iron or switched off all the lights when you're away! It's also a
comforting thought you won't have to chase the kids around,

too hot in the bedroom. This way you increase your
comfort and save energy at the same time!

telling them to turn off all the appliances they used. Even
when you're away, you can remotely control your appliances.

A SMART CHILD LOCK

PRESENCE-SIMULATION

Buying and installing childproof power sockets
is easy. Our devices, on the other hand, are not
that well protected. We usually immediately put
dangerous devices such as irons away, but do we
also unplug the microwave or electric kettle?

To outsiders it's usually very obvious when we are
away on vacation: a few nights in a row the lights
aren't turned on. When someone breaks in, the costs
for damage to windows and household effects can
mount up to a 1000 euros. The value of the actual
theft can easily mount up to more than 6000 euros.

Every device has a kind of fingerprint, which is
unique for its type. Crownstones recognize which
device is plugged into the power outlet by carefully
monitoring these fingerprints. For instance, a
microwave can be set up in such a way that it only
turns on when an adult is in the room. Of course
the kids don't have to carry a separate sensor on
them.

Of course it's important to have an alarm set up.
However, it's better to be safe than sorry. With the
Smart Home Pack, all lights will automatically turn
on at the same time you would usually turn them on
yourself, as if you are still at home.

SMART HOME PACK CONTENTS
The Smart Home Pack consists of one built-in Crownstone (suitable for every power
outlet) and a smart radiator valve (suitable for every radiator). The Smart Home
Pack comes with a free app for both Android and iPhone. New functionalities will
automatically be available through regular updates.
Built-in Crownstone

Smart radiator valve

INSTALLATION
Installing the Crownstones is best done by an official electrical mechanic. The
installation fee is included in the overall price and covers all tasks concerning the
correct placement of the built-in Crownstone behind your regular power outlet, as
well as a call-out fee. Additional work concerning wall socket modification or replacing
existing power outlets must be consulted with the individual
electrical mechanic.
For a non-binding offer, please contact us at installer@crownstone.rocks.
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